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                    Abstract
Background
Evacuatory dysfunction after distal colorectal resection varies from incontinence to obstructed defaecation and is termed anterior resection syndrome. The aim of this study was to identify risk factors for the development of anterior resection syndrome.
Methods
All anterior resections undertaken at Auckland Hospital from 2002 to 2012 were retrospectively evaluated. An assortment of patient and peri-operative variables were recorded. Cases were stratified by the occurrence of anterior resection syndrome symptoms from 1 to 5 years post-operatively.
Results
A total of 277 patients were identified. Prevalence of anterior resection syndrome decreased progressively from 61 % at 1 year to 43 % at 5 years. Univariate analysis identified anastomotic height, surgeon, pT stage, procedure year and temporary diversion ileostomy as recurring significant correlates (p < 0.05). Logistic regression identified lower anastomotic height (odds ratio (OR) 2.11, 95 % confidence interval (CI) 1.05–4.27; p = 0.04) and obstructive presenting symptoms (OR 6.71, 95 % CI 1.00–44.80; p = 0.05) as independent predictors at 1 and 2 years, respectively. Post-operative chemotherapy was a predictor at 1 year (OR 1.93, 95 % CI 1.04–3.57; p = 0.03). Temporary diverting ileostomy was an independent predictor at 2 (OR 2.49, 95 % CI 1.04–5.95; p = 0.04), 3 (OR 4.17, 95 % CI 1.04–16.78; p = 0.04), 4 (OR 8.05, 95 % CI 1.21–53.6; p = 0.03), and 5 years (OR 49.60, 95 % CI 2.17–1134.71; p = 0.02) after adjusting for anastomotic height.
Conclusions
Anastomotic height, post-operative chemotherapy and obstructive presenting symptoms were independent predictors at 1 and 2 years. Temporary diversion ileostomy was an independent predictor for the occurrence of anterior resection syndrome at 2, 3, 4 and 5 years even after correcting for anastomotic height. Prospective assessment is required to facilitate more accurate risk factor analysis.
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                                    Introduction
Oncological outcomes following rectal cancer surgery have improved significantly over recent decades through superior surgical technique and the use of adjuvant therapy.1, 2 However, these survival advantages have greatly overshadowed functional outcomes of surgery, which are poor for many patients and consistently under-reported.3 The term ‘anterior resection syndrome’ (ARS) has been used to describe the diverse and interchangeable evacuatory symptoms that may occur following distal colorectal resection. Symptoms range from obstructed defaecation to urgency to incontinence and have been quoted as occurring in between 0 and 74 % of patients.3 This wide variation in purported incidence has led to a poor understanding of its natural history and may be attributed to the lack of a standardised definition for ARS or validated tool assessing its severity.
ARS has a major impact on quality of life (QoL), with many patients describing debilitating social limitations and developing psychiatric disorders.4–6 It has been postulated that its effect on QoL and body image are similar to patients with a stoma.7 Indeed, a recent Cochrane review found no significant difference in QoL between patients who had undergone low anterior resection with primary anastomosis and those with permanent colostomy following abdominoperineal resection.8
              
It is hoped that identification of clinical risk factors that predispose to the occurrence of ARS will facilitate insight into its pathogenesis and perhaps serve as a platform for the design and execution of future research. The aims of this retrospective cohort study were to characterise the natural history of ARS after distal colorectal resection over a 5-year follow-up period and to determine patient and peri-operative factors associated with its development.


Methods
Ethical approval was obtained from the National Ethics Committee and the appropriate institutional committee prior to data retrieval.
A prospectively maintained register of all anterior resections performed by the Colorectal Unit at Auckland City Hospital (ACH) was retrospectively accessed. Anterior resection was defined as any large-bowel resection involving the rectum with primary colorectal or coloanal anastomosis. Consecutive procedures between 1 January 2002 and 31 December 2012 (inclusive) were identified via the acquisition of unique patient National Health Index (NHI) numbers. Patient NHI numbers were used to extract information for an assortment of patient characteristics and peri-operative variables with data then entered into an electronic spreadsheet.
Patient characteristics recorded included age at surgery, gender, ethnicity, previous abdominal surgery, gastrointestinal comorbidities, presenting bowel symptoms, ASA grade and BMI. For patients with confirmed primary rectal cancer, the height of the tumour from the anorectal junction was assessed by digital rectal examination (DRE) and rigid sigmoidoscopy for low rectal tumours and colonoscopy for more proximal lesions. Presenting bowel symptoms were recorded as nil, per rectal (PR) bleeding alone, incontinence symptoms, obstructive symptoms, mixed symptoms or any of these symptom clusters combined with PR bleeding. Pre-operative variables recorded were the use of neo-adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy, year of diagnosis, time from diagnosis to surgery and elective vs. acute presentation. Intra-operative variables recorded were surgeon, indication, procedure duration, year of procedure, open vs. laparoscopic vs. converted approach, formation of a neo-reservoir, stapled vs. hand-sewn anastomosis, height of the anastomosis and formation of a stoma. Stoma formation was further qualified relative to the index procedure as being created before (ileostomy or colostomy in the case of distal obstruction), during (temporary ileostomy for the diversion of faeces) or after (end colostomy for anastomotic leak). Height of the anastomosis was recorded as high (anastomosis to the intraperitoneal rectum), low (anastomosis to the extraperitoneal rectum) or ultralow (coloanal anastomosis).9 Post-operative variables extracted were length of post-operative stay, time defunctioned with a stoma, anastomotic leak, pelvic abscess, post-operative ileus and anastomotic stricture. The presence of other complications was also recorded and graded according to the Clavien-Dindo classification for severity.10 For patients with primary colorectal cancer, the pathological TNM stage and use of adjuvant chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy were noted.
The primary outcome for this study was the occurrence of ARS at yearly time points from 1 to 5 years post-operatively. These time points coincide with the New Zealand National Colorectal Cancer Guidelines which mandate clinic follow-up at 6 months, 12 months and then yearly until 5 years post-operatively.11 Six symptoms were used in the definition of ARS: faecal incontinence, urgency, increased frequency (defined as four or more bowel motions/day), constipation, sensation of incomplete evacuation or changes to stool consistency (classified as ‘loose’, ‘hard’ or ‘fluctuating’). This information was retrieved by manually searching through all surgical follow-up clinic letters. Description of specific symptoms within the text of the clinic letter was used to record each as ‘present’ or ‘not present’; if not reported, this was recorded as ‘not specified’. ARS was broadly defined as the presence of any one or more of the above six symptoms. Patients therefore required at least one of the above six symptoms to be explicitly identified in order to be classified as having ARS at a given time point. Patients who were temporarily defunctioned were followed starting from the time of stoma reversal, and symptoms recorded yearly from this point onwards.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows (Version 19; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Analysed variables were then stratified according to the presence or absence of ARS at each of the five yearly post-operative time points. Missing data were excluded in a listwise fashion from all further analyses. Parametricity was determined using the Shapiro-Wilk test, with normally distributed data being expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and nonparametric data as median ± interquartile range (IQR). Univariate analysis was carried out for each time period using the χ
                2 test for categorical variables and the Spearman’s Rho test for nonparametric continuous variables. All variables which were significant or near-significant (p < 0.15) were entered into a logistic regression model. Multiple regression models for each time point were created if two or more input variables were related, thereby avoiding erroneous correction. Results were considered statistically significant if p < 0.05.


Results
In total, 495 anterior resections were undertaken by the Colorectal Unit at ACH over the study period. Of these, 218 were excluded from analysis as there was no reporting of evacuatory function at or beyond 1 year post-operatively. This was most commonly due to patients undergoing surgery for non-malignant indications such as diverticulitis (n = 73), other pelvic cancers (n = 15) or early discharge from colorectal follow-up due to advanced age (n = 20) or metastatic disease (n = 17). Patients defunctioned with a loop ileostomy at the time of index surgery who had not subsequently undergone reversal were also excluded (n = 20). A total of 277 cases had post-operative reporting of evacuatory function and were included in the current study. If patients died or were discharged from the clinic during the study period, data was included until they were lost to follow-up. Of these, 202 patients (72.9 %) were recorded as having ARS at some point post-operatively. Increased frequency (29 %) was the most commonly reported symptom of ARS (Fig. 1). ARS prevalence decreased progressively from 61.1 % at 1 year to 43.4 % at 5 years (Table 2). The mean duration of post-operative follow-up was 2.71 years (range 1–5 years). Data extraction for the final database was >99 % complete for recorded patient and peri-operative variables.
Fig. 1[image: figure 1]
Self-reported ARS symptoms. Frequencies are expressed as a percentage of all reported symptoms at all time points


Full size image


              Baseline characteristics can be found in Table 1. Basic descriptive statistics showing significant correlates of ARS occurrence over the post-operative period are listed in Table 2. Given that ARS occurrence was investigated across five discrete time points, it was decided for clarity and brevity to only display significant correlates on univariate analysis in Table 2. Univariate analysis showed year of diagnosis, year of procedure, lower tumour and anastomotic heights, temporary stoma formation, pT stage and operative surgeon as recurring correlates of ARS over the post-operative period. Pelvic irradiation was significantly associated with the occurrence of ARS at any time point following surgery (Table 1) and approached significance at the 1- (p = 0.054), 2- (p = 0.053) and 3-year (p = 0.055) marks.
Table 1 Baseline characteristics stratified by the occurrence or nonoccurrence of ARS at any time pointFull size table


                Table 2 Significant variables associated with ARS occurrenceFull size table


              There was no significant difference (p < 0.05) between ARS and non-ARS populations at any time point for gender, previous abdominal surgery, GI comorbidities, pre-operative chemotherapy or radiotherapy, acute vs. elective presentation, weight, height, BMI, ASA grade, surgical approach, neo-reservoir formation, stapled vs. hand-sewn anastomosis, length of post-operative stay, post-operative ileus and post-operative chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Anastomotic leak was not a significant correlate at any time point, although anastomotic stricture was at 1 and 3 years. Complication grade and pelvic abscess formation were also significant at 3 and 4 years, respectively.
Logistic regression analysis revealed a number of independent predictors for ARS occurrence at the yearly time points (Table 3). Care was taken to avoid erroneous correction of related variables on regression analysis by creating multiple models for each time point. Variables independently substituted into separate regression models were anastomotic height vs. ileostomy formation at index procedure; pelvic abscess vs. stricture vs. complication grade vs. time with stoma; weight vs. BMI; and pre-operative chemotherapy vs. pre-operative radiotherapy. Tumour height and year of diagnosis were similarly excluded from regression as they would speciously correct for the also significant and more clinically relevant variables of anastomotic height and year of procedure, respectively.
Table 3 Factors favouring ARS occurrence on logistic regression analysisFull size table


              At 1 year, regression showed both low (odds ratio (OR) 2.11, 95 % confidence interval (CI) 1.05–4.27; p = 0.04) and ultralow (OR 4.34, 95 % CI 1.05–18.04; p = 0.01) anastomoses to be independent predictors of ARS occurrence, with only ultralow anastomoses persisting as a predictor at 2 years (OR 4.50, 95 % CI 1.17–17.28; p = 0.03). Post-operative chemotherapy was a significant independent predictor of ARS at 1 year only (OR 1.93, 95 % CI 1.04–3.57; p = 0.03). Presenting symptoms of an obstructive nature alone or combined with PR bleeding, ileostomy formation both before and at the time of the index procedure and year of procedure were also predictors of ARS at 2 years.
Temporary ileostomy formation at procedure was the only significant independent predictor of ARS occurrence at 3 (OR 4.17, 95 % CI 1.04–16.78; p = 0.04), 4 (OR 8.05, 95 % CI 1.21–53.60; p = 0.03) and 5 years (OR 49.60, 95 % CI 2.17–1134.71; p = 0.02) even with correction for anastomotic height. To ensure that the strong relation between ultralow anastomosis and temporary ileostomy formation did not bias this result, sub-analyses were undertaken excluding all ultralow procedures from regression models. Temporary ileostomy formation at procedure persisted as a significant predictor of ARS at 3 (OR 4.87, 95 % CI 1.06–22.42; p = 0.04), 4 (OR 13.80, 95 % CI 1.34–142.21; p = 0.03) and 5 years (OR 69.68, 95 % CI 1.41–3441.86; p = 0.03) post-operatively.


Discussion
Evacuatory dysfunction is a common sequela of distal colorectal resection and has been reported to affect up to 90 % of patients following surgery.4 Symptoms were initially believed to be due to mucosal irritability related to post-operative tissue healing and therefore short-lived. This is corroborated by the observation that evacuatory dysfunction is generally most prominent in the first 1–2 years post-operatively.3 However, recent studies have observed that ARS may persist for over a decade post-operatively,12 suggesting that the pathogenesis is more likely the result of permanent changes in colonic and rectal physiology.3 Indeed, it has been shown in the present study that 43 % of the anterior resection cohort was symptomatic 5 years after surgery. The lack of a uniform reporting tool for ARS coupled with its propensity to be ‘eclipsed’ by mortality-dependent oncologic outcomes has led to an underestimation of the true burden and functional impact of this condition.
The absence of an internationally accepted and validated definition for ARS has led to huge variation in reporting of its incidence and has also hindered the ability to delineate risk factors. This has also conferred a poor understanding of the post-surgical physiologic changes which underpin ARS. There appears to be a general consensus in the literature that a practical definition for ARS is a change in post-operative bowel function causing an altered QoL.3, 13–16 Difficulty translating these subjective features into tangible endpoints is likely to have contributed to impaired internal and external validity of studies investigating ARS. Recent work has led to the development and validation of scoring systems specifically for ARS.14, 17 However, these tools were designed for prospective work and were therefore not appropriate to utilise in the present study. Nonetheless, an attempt was made in the present retrospective review to conform to the above definition by manually evaluating all clinic letters. It was assumed that patients with troubling bowel symptoms impacting QoL would raise these during surgical follow-up, especially when prompted by the examining clinician. If any one or more of the six recorded evacuatory symptoms was reported in the clinic letter, the patient was deemed to have ARS at that particular time point. This broad definition of ARS was decided on to attempt to capture all patients with post-operative evacuatory dysfunction. Despite the strong association between urinary/sexual symptoms and the ARS complex,15, 18, 19 we elected to not evaluate these symptoms as they are not routinely recorded during colorectal follow-up and detract from the primary outcome of preservation or absence of ‘normal’ bowel function.
The pathophysiologic mechanisms which underpin the development of sustained post-operative evacuatory dysfunction remain unclear but are believed to be related principally to iatrogenic damage of pelvic nerves or disruption of neuromuscular continuity within the rectal wall.20 This in turn is believed to lead to abnormalities of rectal sensation and compliance and, perhaps also, to interfere with the wholly intramural recto-anal reflex.21 It has also been suggested that the reduced capacity of a neo-rectum following formation of a lower anastomosis may contribute to the ARS symptoms of clustering and increased frequency.3 Progressively lower anastomoses will necessarily lead to a shorter length of rectal remnant and hence may be expected to be correlated with poorer post-operative functional outcomes. This has been the finding of previous studies and indeed the present cohort, which identified lower rectal anastomoses as independent predictors for the development of ARS at the 1- and 2-year time points.20, 22–25 However, it is interesting to note that this association did not persist on regression analysis beyond 2 years post-operatively. This finding echoes that of other studies and suggests that the neo-rectum is endowed with the capacity to adapt over time.22, 26 Previous studies have detailed the relationship between anastomotic leak or pelvic abscess formation and subsequent anastomotic stricture with ARS.27 Anastomotic stricture, pelvic abscess and Clavien-Dindo complication grade were associated with ARS at various time points but did not persist on multivariate analysis. Similarly, the effect of a neo-reservoir on post-operative function has been well reported in the literature.28 These relationships were not present in our analysis, which may reflect a limitation of the retrospective nature of this study. Pelvic radiation was a significant correlate in our study when comparing patients with ARS at any time point against those who did not have ARS at any stage. This was not repeated at any of the individual time points, which may reflect the broad definition of ARS used in our study, or alternatively smaller patient numbers at the individual time points compared to the whole cohort.
Post-operative chemotherapy was a significant predictor of ARS occurrence at 1 year post-operatively. Both diarrhoea and constipation are known side effects of chemotherapy, likely stemming from alimentary mucositis.29 This relationship did not persist beyond the 1-year time point, thus is unlikely to represent a meaningful factor in the aetiology of ARS. It is more likely attributable to chemotherapy-induced evacuatory dysfunction, which is short-lived in comparison to ARS.30
              
Presenting symptoms of an obstructive nature, alone or combined with PR bleeding, were a significant independent predictor of ARS occurrence at 2 years post-operatively. The reason for this is unclear and may be a spurious finding given its appearance at a single time point.
It has been shown that diverting loop ileostomy can cause structural and functional changes to the distal bowel segment. These include atrophy of the gut wall and anal sphincter musculature, villus atrophy, mucosal inflammation (leading to ‘diversion colitis’) and impaired absorptive and secretory function.31–33 It is postulated that these changes may contribute to the symptoms of ARS upon restoration of intestinal continuity. However, this effect is likely to be short-lived as it has been demonstrated that muscle strength and normal mucosal function are rapidly regained after stoma reversal.31, 33, 34
              
The present study has shown that formation of temporary ileostomy at the time of index surgery was an independent predictor of ARS occurrence at 2, 3, 4 and 5 years post-operatively, both with and without correction for anastomotic height. This finding suggests that the effect of faecal diversion on downstream function may be more permanent than was previously thought and could ostensibly be related to changes in the submucosal and myenteric plexi of the enteric nervous system (ENS) rather than those observed in the mucosa or muscularis propria. Indeed, this hypothesis is corroborated by rodent models which have shown that a period of faecal diversion is accompanied by extensive remodelling of the ENS, often involving neuronal loss, and the reversibility of these changes remains unknown.35–37
              
A second hypothesis relates to mechanical disruption of intestinal continuity at the level of the ileum. The distal ileum is functionally unique in that it patterns upstream and downstream gut motility via an array of complex neural and motor reflexes believed to be largely regulated by the ENS.38–40 These reflexes have yet to be accurately characterised, but their disruption has been implicated in functional gastrointestinal disease. Some symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) are similar to those of ARS sufferers, and it has been shown that aberrations of distal ileal function, potentially effected by ENS remodelling, may be an important pathophysiologic step in the development of IBS for patients with a tendency to both constipation and diarrhoea.39, 41
              
A further consideration at this level is the method in which ileal continuity is re-established. Several recent reviews comparing sutured and stapled techniques for ileostomy closure report a significant reduction in post-operative small-bowel obstruction in patients with stapled anastomoses.42–44 Stapled anastomoses provide a larger lumen than sutured and are therefore less prone to further constriction by post-operative oedema.42, 44 It has also been postulated that fibrosis may later occur at this site resulting in a clinically significant stricture,42 particularly in patients with sutured anastomoses; this may in turn lead to obstructive symptoms that could reflect those seen in ARS. However, studies with sufficient follow-up to investigate this theory are yet to be performed.
Although the degree of functional and mechanical compromise that occurs as a result of disruption of intestinal continuity and ENS remodelling is unclear, it provides a plausible mechanism to explain the persistence of ARS symptoms in those who had an ileostomy. However, it is also possible that the aetiology of ARS in these patients is multifactorial involving muscular, mucosal and neuronal changes in both diverted ileum and colon, and this may indeed explain the wide variability in clinical symptoms. Further investigation is required to determine the effect a defunctioning loop ileostomy has on changes in upstream and downstream human bowel morphology and motility.
The prevalence of ARS in our cohort decreased progressively over the 5-year follow-up period. This may be related to a greater proportion of patients experiencing functional recovery; successful use of anti-diarrhoeal, laxative or bulking medication; or an improved ability of patients to cope with ARS symptoms over time and hence not perceive them as troublesome. The use of bowel-altering medication and dietary modifications have been linked to improved post-operative evacuatory function in some patients.45, 46 However, changes in bowel function as a result of these interventions are likely to be more rigorously trialled and adopted in ARS patients early on in their post-operative course and are increasingly unlikely to play a role in reduced incidence past the first post-operative year. The decline in ARS prevalence over the observed post-operative time points is therefore more likely related to functional recovery than patients suddenly identifying a new intervention to control their evacuatory dysfunction.
An important limitation of this study is its retrospective nature. Although this meant that missing data could not be reconciled, the final dataset was >99 % complete for patient and peri-operative variables. This also impacted on the definition of ARS that could be applied, as previously discussed. While far from optimal, such a limitation of retrospective investigation cannot be easily overcome. Secondly, it was observed that some confidence intervals in the regression model were relatively broad, and this may be attributed to the relatively small number of patients being followed up. The strength of association between the reported risk factors and the development of ARS is therefore unclear. However, the consistency of results across contiguous time points strongly suggests that temporary diverting ileostomy and anastomotic height are independent risk factors for ARS development and warrant further investigation. A final consideration is the 12-year period over which data was included. Changes in chemoradiotherapy regimens and surgical technique (for example, the wider utilisation of laparoscopic surgery) have occurred over this period that were not readily identifiable on retrospective evaluation. However, this would have been corrected to some degree by the input of ‘procedure year’ in all regression analyses.
Future research should involve prospective analysis of clinical risk factors, with the use of a consistent and validated approach to recording ARS occurrence and severity. Further risk factor analysis may not only facilitate the development of a predictive stratification tool for ARS following surgery but stand to provide insight into the aetiology of this condition and inform preventive and management strategies.


Conclusions
The prevalence of ARS in our study population decreased progressively from 61 % at 1 year to 43 % at 5 years post-operatively. Low and ultralow anastomotic heights and post-operative chemotherapy were independent clinical predictors for ARS occurrence at 1 year. Obstructive presenting symptoms and ultralow anastomoses were independent predictors at 2 years. Temporary diversion ileostomy was a recurring independent predictor of ARS occurrence at the 2–5-year time points even after correcting for anastomotic height. It appears that defunctioning the colon may have long-term effects on evacuatory function following anterior resection. Further prospective assessment is required to facilitate more accurate risk factor assessment and to evaluate the long-term effect of defunctioning ileostomy.
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